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many things in one shop as is the custom in most country
towns and cities" *. Both classes of shopkeepers were
united in their hostility to the pedlar, and they kept up a
ceaseless stream of protests. Near the end of Elizabeth's
reign the Company of Upholsters in London complained to
the Government that there had " of late risen up a great
company of idle and wandering persons or petit chapmen,
commonly called hawksters, who pass with upholstery ware
from town to town by pack-horse, whereby petitioners are
much impoverished " 2. A century later a heterogeneous
body of drapers, haberdashers, grocers, hosiers, glass-sellers,
cutlers and others drew up a joint memorandum on the
decay of their trades caused by the growing number of
* petty chapfolks '3. The London glass-sellers, for instance,
pointed out that, " dealing in commodities that take up a
great deal of room ", they were obliged " to hire great houses
and sit at great rents " ; while the itinerant dealers had
grown " so presumptuous as to cry and profer both glasses
and earthing ware before the very doors and shops of these
that are legal sellers " 4.
Defence	On their side the hawkers and pedlars represented that
°pJdiar their trade was " of great advantage to the internal com-
merce of this kingdom ", for by it " goods are introduced
into remote parts in great abundance to the encouragement
of the manufacturers and great increase of the revenue ".
They also explained that the nature of their trade required
them " to have great stocks of goods on their hands, which
they generally sell upon credit to labouring manufacturers
and mechanics " 6. Thus in 1785—when they claimed to
number fourteen hundred persons ' at least' in England—
they computed that the hawkers and pedlars of Halifax and
its neighbourhood alone had " no less owing them of out-
standing debts in the country than £40,000 ; and they now
stand indebted in large sums to the different merchants and
manufacturers of London, Glasgow, Manchester, Leicester,
1 Celia Fiennes, Through England on a Side Saddle, 177.
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3	State Papers Domestic, 1691-1692, p. 48.
4	Quoted Dunlop, English Apprenticeship, 116.
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